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Insects 
Verna Hart (Warracknabeal). -Your 

reply was broadcast some time ago; 
perhaps you missed it. Your caterp!llar 
was the larva of the Vine Hawk Moth. 
It Is not necessary to use any preserva
tive for beetles, grasshoppers, etc. 
Merely pin them (after they are dead, 
of course) in a box with a tight-fitting 
lid to exclude pests. 

Rex Ayres (Abbotsford).-Some kinds 
of ants are blind, and feel their way 
about; others have only simple eyes 
which can detect light and darkness 
but cannot form Images; and others 
again have fairly well-developed eyes. 

Cpl. J. E. Keating (A.S.T.B., Bone
gilla) .-Rove Beetle, sometimes called 
the Devil's Coach Horse: It ls a 
scavenger, and not harmful. Unlike 
most beetles, it has very short wing 
covers, extending only part of the way 
back from the thorax and leaving most 
of the abdomen exposed. 

Ray Kohler (Murtoa). - Caterp111ar of 
the Convolvulus Hawk Moth. 

Mrs E. Costermans (East Kew).-Larva 
of ladybird beetle; definitely a Good 

Thing, as It feeds greedily on. plant lice, 
etc., which are Bad Things. 

Mrs H. Field ( Lang Lang) .-Saunders· 
Case Moth; lives all larval life in case; 
female adult moth wingless, male swlft
flylng. 

1Birds 
M. McMahon (Wonthaggi). -Except In 

the nesting season the mutton birds, 
being petrels, live far out at sea In the 
Pacific, never coming to land. Our 
species extends to the equator, but not 
far beyond it. The young birds are 
fed by t.�ch, during the 
nesting

,.
.. .flsbjng all day 

<tnd ?' • regurgitate a 
young, 

Botanical 
Mrs J. Davis (Devon Meadows, Lorne, 

V.).-The cylindrical purple berry rather 
more than an Inch long and about one
third of an inch In diameter, was the 
Purple Apple Berry (Billardiera scan
dens). Before they are quite so ripe 
and dry, they are eaten by small boys
the taste Is not unpleasant, with an acid 
tang rather reminiscent of apples. The 
plant Is a •slender creeper found widely 
distributed in bush and scrub. 

A fungus in a Milo malted food tin, 
which I have not been able to asso
ciate with a sender's name, is one of 
the puff ball-earth star group of fungi 
which appears so far to have avoided 
a common name other than the Yellow 
Scleroderma -scientifically Scleroderma 
flavidum. In the absence of any evi

. deuce about Its- edibility I would be in-
clined to regard it as unsuitable for 
food. 

Mrs L. A. Anderson (Sutherland's 
Creek, via Bannockburn, V.).-The weed· 
was the Thorn Apple (Datura Stra
monium), introduced to Australia and 
now spread practically world-wide. Be
cause of the large number of seeds pro
duced, it should be destroyed before 
it flowers for best results. Seeds some
times remain dormant for a few seasons 
before germinating, so an infested pad
dock should be cultivated for at least 
three years to make a thorough Job of 
it. The plant contains a poisonous 
alkaloid. 

Mrs R. Griffin (Olinda, V.).-The beau
tiful flower-like fungus with the pink
tipped fingers, frothy structure, and dis
agreeable odor, is one of the Stlnkhorn 
group of fungi, Archer's Stinkhorn (An
thurus Archer!). The fruiting body 
arises from a sklnlike bag produced Just 
below the surface of the. ground. The 
red color and carrion smell attract flies 
which are believed to spread the spores. 

Gwenda Nash (West Preston).-1-A 
wattle, probably Acacia longifolia. Most
of the wattles that have plain, un
feathered foliage begin the young seed
ling growth with feathery leaves; the 
later leaves are partly feathered and
partly flat, as your specimen; but in 
the adult there is no sign of feather
ing. These flat leaves are not true
leaves, but flattened leaf-stalks perform
Ing the same work; they are known as 
phyllodes. 2.-Large trees which fall do 
so bec_ause they are rotten, and usually 
they are rotten because 

�
0v are being 

eaten from within either b · sects or
by fungus. When this eating l:i .a weak
ened the limb or the trunk sufflcieb,t.ly 
It will snap off, whether there is 
wind or not. Red gums are particularly 
prone to this unexpected snapping off 
of limbs. 

J. Storey ( East Malvern, V.). -The
1i ttle round things attached to th!!' 
corms of the gladioli were new cormlets 
which form at the base of the old corm 
each year. They should be carefully 
peeled of the hard outer coat and 
planted separately; at the end of about 
two seasons they will have developed 
into good gladioli plants with corms of 
their own. It ls one of the ways in 
which the gladiolus reproduces. 

General 
Pte. D. W. Swan (17th A.A.A.D., Aus-

• tralia). - The argument has arisen from 
a case of mistaken itientity, apparently. 

The Coral Snake of America is a venom
ous specli,s; the Australian Goral Snake 
(Rhynchoelaps austral!s). a brilliant spe
cies red with cross-bands formed of 
black-edged yellow scales, does not ex
ceed 15 inches long and, although it has 
poison fangs, is classed as harmless. 
Kinghorn describes it as "harmless and 
Inoffensive; I have not heard of one at
tl'mpting to bite when handled." Its 
food probably consists of Insects ·only. 
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Sleepy time for
girls and boys is
"wakey" time for
native cats. Two
of the little mar-
supials romping
over the sleeping
form of their
small playmate,

Phasca Fleay.

I l l u s t r a t i o n s
b the Author

Native Cats at Home
BREEDING CARNIVOROUS MARSUPIALS

by DAVID FLEAY, B.Sc., Dip. Ed. Director, Sir Colin MacKenzie Sanctuary, Healesville

N OT many years ago in south-eastern Australia one
of the commonest animals was the carnivorous but
quite dainty little marsupial correctly known as a

Dasyure. To all the old-time bushmen it was simply the
"Native Cat."

To all intents and purposes this Eastern Native Cat
(Dasyurus quoll)* has disappeared from almost the whole
of its former range, though it is an extraordinary fact
that a small colony still lingers along the Yarra valley
right in Melbourne, extending from Darebin Creek down-
stream to Studley Park. When we lived in Studley Park
Road a na.tive cat's collection of "booty" was discovered
beneath the front verandah! Let me tell you of some of
my experiences in seeking and observing this bright-eyed
little animal.

In May, 1931, and also on subsequent occasions, I spent
holidays wandering about the basalt country of the Vic-
torian Western District by Lake Coranga.mite, searching
by day and night for traces of the dasyures.

Under heaped-up boulders were found "dining-lairs,"
which contained a wide assortment of sheep and rabbit
bones. The presence of sheep skulls under those rocks
was almost unexplainable, and in most cases these "relics"
must have been dragged from a slaughter yard quite half
a mile distant—all for the sake of a leisurely meal in
seclusion. In captivity the same habit is observed, for the
animals immediately carry delicacies, such as fish, to a
sheltered spot.

A well-developed nest-building instinct is present in
Dasyurus quoll, though the females are the only ones that
I have observed gathering the material—dry grass, bark,

'Formerly D. viverrinus; the Australian Museum's Check List
shows the specific name quoll, of Zimmermann (1777) to
have priority.

or scraps of hessian. A fairly comfortable bed is estab-
lished in a hollow log or under a boulder. One female
with young captured in the Western District was dis-
covered in a grass nest under a heap of basalt rocks.
When asleep the animals often roll up into a vertical ball
with the head tucked into the abdomen in the manner
of possums (Trichosurus) .

Another curious fact common to some other marsupials
is that the dasyures are occasionally found partly dormant
or sluggish on a cold morning, though nightfall again
finds them very active.

The ordinary yellow-brown type predominates in the
Corangamite area, as elsewhere, and the uncommon black
animals are present in the probable ratio of 1 to 20 or 30.
In addition there is the dark brown type, rarely encoun-
tered. I have one such skin which was nailed to a wall
at Dreeite (V.).

The adult animals from this district supported a host
of parasites and when first brought to Melbourne, before
being treated, they carried numerous large ticks and open
sores infested with fly larvae. In addition, the peculiar
flea, Stephanocircus dasyuri, was found on them, and
investigations on dead dasyures that had been caught in
rabbit traps revealed numerous nematode worms internally.

As in the case of many other marsupials the vocal
sounds of dasyures are variations of a hissing cry. When
the animals are at bay a low, prolonged ominous note is
heard, followed by a few sharp hissing noises while the
jaws gape open, displaying the keen white teeth. The
noises made by Dasyurops maculatus, the larger spotted-
tailed Tiger cat, and also that made by the Brush-tailed
Phascogale, are similar to this under like circumstances.
In the frequent nocturnal squabbles, which are seldom
accompanied by any actual damage, the characteristic



far-sounding "er-shish'-a," begun in a guttural tone and
with pronounced and penetrating emphasis on the second
syllable, may be repeated many times.

In addition, short, sharp, guttural coughing noises are
suggestive of a man clearing his throat. Again the "er-
shish-a" cry in a moment of intense quarrelling is begun
with the guttural first syllable and then the second
penetrating hissing note is uttered six or seven times very
rapidly ("er-shish-shish-shish," etc.). These quarrelling
cries were very familiar sounds to bushmen of earlier
days, for in hundreds of cases the dasyures lived beneath
the floors of huts and their bumping heads and squabbling
cries were familiar sounds at night.

In case you are wondering what type of "armament"
the native cat carries do not make my early mistake of
rushing along behind a spotlight and seizing a wander-
ing da-syure haphazard from the top of a stone wall. I
did it once; that marsupial certainly had teeth, and I
got them all!

On a number of occasions both in the Australian section
of the Melbourne Zoo zr\'d at Badger Creek Sanctuary
I have managed to bresd native cats, but the first instance
was naturally of the greatest interest.

Early in 1932 at our home in a Melbourne suburb a
male specimen of the black type of this one-time widely-
spread marsupial was caged in an enclosure of moderate
size with a normal yellow-grey female and her two
surviving offspring (male and female) of the previous
season. In the previous year (1931 ) the melanistic animal
and the female (which carried the young ones in the
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Typical Western District native cat country. Near
the Wasted Casuarina tree in the foreground the

black male dasyure was captured.

Where box traps were set among the basalt boulders
of the shores of Lake Corangamite, Western Victoria.

pouch at that time) were captured at Dreeite, near Lake
Corangamite (V.). In this district this species of dasyure
survived the effects of the devastating disease that almost
exterminated the species early in the century.

During April, May and June (1932) a regular in-
spection of the fairly quiet female dasyure was made in
the hope of following out carefully all the details in the
event of the hoped-for production of young ones. In
April and May the pouch area remained in its resting
condition, being practically indistinguishable from the
rest of the ventral surface, but towards the end of the
first week in June it was noticed that reddish hairs were
appearing in the pouch, while the anterior ridge of that
area had become more prominent. In addition, the eight
teats were developing.

By June 13 the shallow pcuch was quite conspicuous
with its growth of redd sh hair, while the teats were firm
and pointed. Hope was entertained that the actual birth
of embryos and their passage to the pouch might be
observed, but unfortunately that event was missed, for,
on the early morning of June 19, six minute offspring
were already firmly established in the pouch. According
to observations of the pairing, the black animal was the
male parent.

PROGRESS OF A YOUNG LITTER

The eight teats are arranged in two series of four,
roughly parallel, one set on each side of the pouch. It
was found that four embryos were gripping the nipples
of the animal's right side while the remaining two were
attached to the posterior teats of the left side. The
interior of the pouch at this time was extremely glandular
and dotted profusely with white spots. The flesh-colored
embryos in their curled-up posture measured 4 mm.* in
length and each individual was contained in a "pocket"
or pit. The pouch itself remained continually moist and
the mother sat up frequently to give it a, thorough licking.

She was removed without delay from the enclosure to
prevent interference by the other inhabitants.

At this time the limbs, tail and ears of each embryo
were the merest of rudiments, while minute blue pigment
spots marked the position of the future eyes. The tiny
creatures showed little movement, being content to rest
after the journey into the pouch. Growth, however, was
fairly rapid, and by June 21, on the third day, the
embryos were almost twice their size at the time of birth,
while the stomachs were soon visible through the pink
skins, with their bulging content of lacteal food. The
mother submitted very quietly to being handled and her

'Approximately one-sixth of an inch; about 25 millimetres
(mm. for short) make one inch.
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Youngsters, 11
weeks old, clearly
showing the black
and normal types,
and the mother
bowed down with
family respc risibili-
ties. (See also cover)

care and licking of the pouch and its occupants was very
thorough and constant.

By June 26, at the end of the first week, the young
dasyures measured approximately 1 1 mm. in length, being
at least three times their size at birth. In addition, the
embryos were no longer passive for there was decided
movement of the stunted limbs. By July 3 the moist,
flesh-colored embryo dasyures were prominent in the
pouch shelter, where formerly on the day of birth one
had to look closely in order to distinguish the minute
forms adhering to the nipples. The heads were now more ,
evident and the curled-up bodies measured 14 mm., in
length. The arrangement of the litter was still very
orderly, but when 20 mm. in length, the youngsters
sprawled in all directions, though tightly packed in the
maternal shelter and attached as firmly as ever to the
teats. On July 18 they were 24 mm. long snd still
lacking in pigment, though the crumpled ears were more
noticeable.

SLOWER MALE DEVELOPMENT

By July 22, at the age of slightly more than one month,
a number of interesting features were observed. On this
date, when the mother was lifted from her nest, a faint
crackling, sucking noise was audible from the embryos,
which seemed to indicate that the little jaws were gaining
the power of movement. In addition, the embryo of the
upper teat on the animal's left side (above which were
two unoccupied teats of the total number of eight) was
observed to be developing at a slower rate than its five
fellows. It was distinctly undersized and less active.
This was interesting in view of tha fact that this little
animal proved later to be the only ma'e in the litter.
Actually, in the adult stage, the male is much bigger and
more powerful.

My experience with adult animals in the Western District
seemed to indicate that males occurred in considerable
excess over the females, but the reverse was certainly true
of this litter.

The extraordinary tenecity with which the embryos hung
to the extensile teats was given a wonderful test at this
time, when the mother chewed a small hole in the cage
front just large enough to permit her head to push through.
With immense difficulty she managed to squeeze the
rest of her body with the entire crowd of young dasyures
through this hole. Not one of them was dislodged. At
this time they were quite conspicuous, with heads in and
bodies hanging out of the pouch, and by July 30 the
faintest traces of pigment began to alter the hitherto
pink bodies, appearing first of all at the head end. This
occurred at the age of six weeks and soon ths pattern
of white spots was thrown into general relief.

At the same time hair began to grow on the bulky
heads and on the shoulders, though the smaller male
was still s.t least a week behind the vigorous little females
in development. Gradually the fur and spots became
more definite and all the young animals were of the same

Everted pouch of the mother dasyure after she had
nursed the young far 18 weeks. Six teats are well
developed; two others, undeveloped, are hidden from

view on the left side.

greyish color, which at the time seemed to indicate a
disappointment in the expectation of obtaining some
members of the melanistic (black) type. The ears, though
still small, were now tr.king shape, and the claws were
definite and sharp. The forefeet possessed well-developed
grasping powers.

On August 19, at the age of two months, the young
dasyures measured 75 mm. in length ( less ta i l ) . The
male was still the undersized member of the family.
When the mother walked about at night the suspended
bodies of the young ones were plainly visible; and during
daylight, in the nest, the constantly moving tails end
limbs attracted attention.

FREE AT LAST!

A significant stage was reached on August 23, when
for the first time several of the short-furred blind young-
sters were noted to have become detached from the teats.
When the mother was lifted from them they uttered sharp
anxious cries of "cha"! "cha"! "cha"! and crawled
vigorously about the nest, clutching with claws and teeth
at each other or at anything of a furry nature that came
within the field of their blind search.

This separation indeed indicated an interesting stage,
for its significance lies in the fact that for at least nine
weeks the female is heavily handicapped in her search

*



Left: "They would make a rush and cling to a baby
wombat, mistaking it for their mother." At this
stage (13 weeks old) the babies were exceedingly

active and playful.

for food with the burden of six or even eight large young
ones dragging along from an attachment in the pouch
a.rea. This says a good deal for the hardy nature of both
mother and young. From the manner in which this
particular female struggled along in a painful hump-backed
fashion it was very evident that she was far from being
at ease. It is very probable that in the wild state there
may be considerable mortality within a week or two of
this stage.

From now on the mother uttered an occasional defiant
"er-chuck"! when handled during daylight, while the
young animals in the grass nest (constructed by the
mother) called lustily and struggled about to find her
protecting body. Left to her own devices she would
hurriedly rake any straying youngsters beneath her with
vigorous scraping motions of her fore-paws and within
a few seconds each offspring would attach itself tenaciously
to a teat and from these positions it was almost impossible
to dislodge them. If the mother was then lifted up,
the six large offspring would simply hang to the elastic
teats and drag over the ground when the mother attempted
to run sway. The only effective means of detaching a
youngster was to clamp a thumb firmly over its nostrils
until it opened its jaws for a gasp of air!

"AMAZINGLY FAST TRANSFORMATION"

All the young ones had shown the same greyish hue
up to this time, but on August 12, at the age of nearly
10 weeks, it was evident that three of the females were
becoming darker. The nose, ears and head region gener-
ally were very dark and it was observed that black fur
was appearing on the head and gradually spreading back-
ward. Within a week the contrast in color between the
two types was most pronounced.

At the same time, keeping pace with this, the remain-
ing young dasyures showed the appearance of the more
vivid yellow-grey fur, which a'so grew in the same
sequence and replaced the first growth. The small parent
was a devoted guardian of these offspring, and though
she occasionally left the bunch asleep in the grass nest,
she rarely failed to return quickly at the anxious and
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Right: Courageously held by Mrs Fleay, the mother
is shown with youngsters 10 weeks old. Imagine the
mother's difficulties in dragging this burden about!

The two color phases first appeared at this age.

insistent cries of "cha-cha" or "shish," "shish" of a
lost youngster, so like the voices of most marsupial
infants. She could not move rapidly under the burden
of all the young ones and she wa.ked with a painfully
arched back and was easily caught when endeavoring to
escape.

On September 7, at the egs of 1 1 weeks, the young
measured 1 00 mm. in head and body length and 1 50 mm.
in all; the eyes were open for the first time and the
single male was now almost equal in size to the others.
The young now shewed an amazingly fast transformation
as they took an ever-increasing interest in the world
which had become visible to them. Occasionally, almost
as a habit, they clung tenaciously to the teats while the
mother moved about, but now at 12 weeks of age when
disturbed they c ung with a bull-dog "tooth and claw"
grip to the fur of the mother's side and back in the
same manner as th= young of the fat-tailed pouched mouse.

At 13 weeks they began to make further excursions
away from the mother's side while she slept in the daytime,
and though they did not bite, six little jaws gaped
threateningly and a few ridiculous scolding cries were
heard when my hand approached the nest. The young
animals would anxiously chase the nearest moving object
if they were placed on the ground, and it was interesting
to watch the whole batch rushing at a young wombat,
leaping On its back and immediately clinging like glue
in the belief that their mother had been found. They
still clung at times to the elastic teats, though they had
now attained a length of 150 mm. in head and body
and 90 mm. in tail. These teats, which had grown
gradually larger from the time of birth, were 15 mm. long
in repose, but they readily strstched out to a length of
35-40 mm. when pulled by the young dasyures.

COMING OF THE "PLAY AGE"
In mid-October, at the age of some 16 weeks, the

young, though still suckling, were extremely venturesome
and interesting. They were accustomed to being handled
and were now simply small editions of the adult animal,
though lacking the slight brush on the tail. The young
male was now obviously the most robust member of the
litter and the little animals were not slow to eat the
mother's food. One evening when brought into a room
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MotJier with six
young. The eyes
of the babies had
been open for
only two days
when this pic-
ture was taken.
Note the arched
back, which is
characteristic at

this stage.

•they lost no time in scenting out and devouring two newly
emerged gum emperor moths hanging to the curtains.

Toward the end of October all the young animals became
quite independent and ceased to cling to the mother. They
were entirely capable of ?.n independent existence after
approximately 4-V months passed in her very devoted care.

Now the teats entered the stage of shrinkage, though
three of thsrn suppurated owing to the sharp little teeth
of the active young ones. These young dasyures made a
very bright and interesting spectacle as they indulged in
all the vivacious antics of the play age. Frequently after
nightfall they were brought into a drawing-room and from
the moment of liberation they careered over the floor,
about the couches and up the curtains and wrestled with
one another for hours. The three members of the black
type and the three normal animals offered a most striking
and interesting contrast as they frolicked in the evening.

Marsupials may be primitive, comparatively unintelligent
mammals, but this particular species seems to compare
very favorably with members of the highest mammalian
order, for tame dasyures retain their playful habits in the
adult period. The young ones displayed a habit of sneak-
ing furtively up to smell some object and then bolting
erratically away with tails held in a vertical position.
They also sat upright with ears forwrj"d and fore-paws
folded down on the chest in the typical attentive attitude
of the adult dasyure. They had a practice of wrestling
in this upright position, chest to chest, reminiscent of the
attitude of kangaroos. These friendly bouts were accom-
panied by attempts to bite each other's throats playfully,
but good temper Ws.s unfailing.

THE CYCLE BEGINS AGAIN

They delighted in chasing tennis balls about the floor
and in leaping high into the air in pursuit of blowflies
during the daytime. Like all members of the species,
they loved sunlight and basked in it for hours at a time,
despite their nocturnal habits. By the end of November
all had reached adult size and it was difficult to distinguish
the mother from her daughters, while the robust build
and richer yellow color of the young male at once dis-
tinguished him. Until this time the tails of the young
dasyures had been c'ose-furred, but now they gradually
developed the slight brush characteristic of the adult.

On May 17, 1933, it was observed that the pouch
areas of the young dasyures were developing thick redd'sh
fur; soon the teats became red and pointed r.nd the whole
area was characteristically moist. By the end of the
month the pouch of the mother also showed signs of
re-development, though the profuse reddish fur of the
younger females did not appear. Then very rapidly, on
June 16 and 17, it became moist and glandular and e?ch
pointed teat became the centre of a small ridged circle.

Being again very anxious to observe the actual passage
of the embryos to the pouch at birth, I handled both this

Dining lair of native cats near Lake Corangamite,
with covering rock removed, showing bones, the

remains of nocturnal repasts. (See Page 233).

quiet anim?,l and her daughters rather too frequently.
Probably the embryos were destroyed following birth, for
by July 1 none had been observed and all the pouches
had reverted to the shrunken state. Also, instead of
hiding away and resting as the animals usually do before
the birth of embryos, the dasyures had again become very
active ^.nd playful.

An interesting comparison with the growth of this
brood is afforded by the fact that, as mentioned, in
August, 1931, this mother dasyure was captured near
Creeite with the maximum number of eight "joeys" in
the pouch; the proportion of sexes was five females to
three males. Six of the young animals fell out of the
pouch during the journey to Melbourne and died from
the effects of exposure. Only two survived—one male
and one female. When they were apparently some nine
weeks of age (calculated from the development of th=
1932 litter) the two young animals were similar in size,
but here also the male rapidly became more robust from
this stage onward, exactly as in the case of the litter
produced in captivity.

In these two cases the excess of young females was in
strong contrast to the results of hunting and trapping
with drop-door traps in the Corangamite district. Here
my experiences, borne out by those of local people, have
shown an average of at least 10 of the larger and
stronger males to a single female. Indeed it is highly
prcbr.ble that each winter a fair mortality occurs among
females, particularly when they are forced to compete
for food while crippled with the burden of young in the
pouch. Papa Dasyure is no gentleman and never supports
his wife or children in any way. In fact, given the
chance, he is not above turning cannibal!

Evidence that I have gathered over the past 14 yea.rs
indicates that the life span of the native cat is no more
than four to five years at the most—a state of affairs
that helps us to understand the fact that once the species
is ravaged by disease it has small chance of a come-back.
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